**FINAL RESULTS:**
**Participation of 2021 Employee Climate Survey**

**INDIVIDUAL WINNERS:**

**WEEK 1**
- Thomas Lynch – Ram Cash card
- Sandy Ortiz – Bluetooth speaker
- Anita Dunkelman – Football tickets

**WEEK 2**
- Roy Brundage – CSU blanket
- Bill Brubacher – Ram Cash card
- Jake Henderson – 2 Women’s basketball tickets

**WEEK 3**
- Deb Sell - Bluetooth speaker
- Juan Garcia - Football game in Canvas Suite with parking pass and tailgating
  - Laurie Everett - Signed football

**WEEK 4**
- Adam Ortiz – Bluetooth speaker
- Tyler Keegan – 2 Men’s basketball tickets
- Andres Hernandez – Ram Cash card

**WEEK 5**
- Richard Adzowski - Signed football helmet
- Zach Ortiz - Canvas Bluetooth speaker
- Roy Rodriguez - Canvas mug

**87% FINAL**
**FM Department GOAL of 70%**
Winner! Winner! The department wins a food truck!

63% completed online
24% completed on paper